Very Low Abundance Single-Cell Transcript Quantification with 5-Plex ddPCRTM Assays.
Gene expression studies have provided one of the most accessible windows for understanding the molecular basis of cell and tissue phenotypes and how these change in response to stimuli. Current PCR-based and next generation sequencing methods offer great versatility in allowing the focused study of the roles of small numbers of genes or comprehensive profiling of the entire transcriptome of a sample at one time. Marrying of these approaches to various cell sorting technologies has recently enabled the profiling of expression in single cells, thereby increasing the resolution and sensitivity and strengthening the inferences from observed expression levels and changes. This chapter presents a quick and efficient 1-day workflow for sorting single cells with a small laboratory cell-sorter followed by an ultrahigh sensitivity, multiplexed digital PCR method for quantitative tracking of changes in 5-10 genes per single cell.